Acme Brick's Denton Plant produces a unequaled variety of colors and textures of brick in numerous sizes. And, all of the products manufactured here will assist you in crafting buildings that will be beautiful and eco-friendly for decades. The Denton plant has been a trusted and reliable source of architects for over a hundred years. This plant's beautiful history of commercial projects is a testament to Acme's ability to meet the needs of architects nationwide. Interior Denton brick walls provide subtle earth tones that add a human scale and warmth to almost any project.

To view our innovative online tools please visit brick.com. Masonry Designer is available for download here and offers the ability to build virtual wall sections from Denton brick and export them. All of the colors shown here are also available in thinBRIK™ that offer installation and design benefits for new construction and for remodeling. The colors reproduced here are the best that technology can offer but please ask your Acme sales professional for physical samples before making selections.
Acme Brick's Denton Plant produces a Special shape capabilities at Denton allow design of dramatic effects with brick that are custom manufactured as angles, arches, bullnoses, coping, radials, and water tables. Architects that specify special brick shapes have the freedom to design buildings with unique corners, dramatic shadows, round columns, striking arches, and distinct details. Numerous sizes of shapes are custom manufactured and include modular brick (3 ⅝" x 2 ¼" x 7 ⅝"), king size (3" x 2 ⅝" x 9 ⅛"), and utility size (3 ⅝ x 3 ⅝" x 11 ¾"). These brick are manufactured to order for specific projects and manufacturing begins with approved quantities and shape drawings. Acme Brick Company will work closely with the design team and provide, from architectural plans, drawings of each shape showing the plan, elevations, exposed surfaces, and dimensions for each shape. Upon completion architects receive drawings for final inspection and approval. Acme's shape department and your sales representative are qualified to help make your next project "special".
FRONT COVER
Southlake DPS Training Facility
Southlake, Texas
DTP100 Burnt Pumpkin, Modular, Velour
DTP105 Golden Sunset, Modular, Velour
DTP102 Mushroom Brown, Modular, Velour

BACK COVER
The Milago
Austin, Texas
DTP111 Rockefeller Plaza, Kingsize